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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an M-matrix and B a nonnegative matrix. It is shown that with some 
additional constraints, the index of zero for BA is at least as large as the index of zero 
for A. This result is used to develop properties of splittings of an M-matrix. Weak 
collapsed graph compatible and collapsed graph compatible splittings are introduced 
here, and graph compatible, weak graph compatible, and block upper triangular 
splittings are also investigated in the context of Z-splittings. This furthers work done 
by Schneider, Kavanagh, and Li. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Properties of M-matrices and of their splittings have received much 
attention in the mathematical literature. In this paper we establish properties 
of splittings of M-matrices by developing a theorem on the relationship 
between the index of an M-matrix and the index of its product with a 
nonnegative matrix. 
A splitting of a matrix A = M - N can be useful in solving a system of 
linear equations AX = b (see Berman and Plemmons [l] and Varga [lo]). In 
order for the iterative scheme for such a splitting to converge, it is required 
that the spectral radius of the iteration matrix M IN be less than or equal to 
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1. In the case where the spectral radius is 1, it is also necessary that I is the 
only eigenvalue with this magnitude and that its index is 1 (or equivalently 
that the index of 0 for M-'A is l), and this is where we focus our attention. 
In this regard, Schenider [S] introduces the concept of a graph compatible 
splitting (see Section 2 for definitions) and shows that for a graph compatible 
weak regular splitting of an M-matrix, the index of 0 for M-lA is no greater 
than that of A, and the spectral radius of M-lN is at most 1. Kavanagh [4], 
in his Ph.D. thesis, generalizes this result by showing that for a graph 
compatible Z-splitting of an M-matrix, the index of 0 for M-lA is the same as 
that of A. Li [5] shows that for a regular splitting of an M-matrix, block upper 
triangularity is equivalent to graph compatibility. McDonald, Neumann, and 
Schneider [6] also discuss graph compatibility and weak graph compatibility, 
and their relationships to the singular distances (and hence indexes) of 
splittings of an M-matrix. 
In the present work, we begin by considering the index of the product of 
two matrices (see Section 3). We make use of the combinatorial structure of 
A and of BA to show that if a nonnegative, nonsingular matrix B is class 
nonsingular for an M-matrix A, and BA is an M-matrix, then the index of 0 
for BA is at least as large as that for A. In Section 4 we make use of this 
result to develop properties of splittings. We show that for a class nonsingular 
splitting of an M-matrix with M-l nonnegative and M-IA an M-matrix, the 
index of 0 for M-'A is at least as large as that for A. As a corollary to this we 
observe that for a class nonsingular Z-splitting, if the index of 0 for M-'A is 
less that for A, then p(M-'N) > 1. This implies that if the index of 0 for A 
is greater than I, then no class nonsingular Z-splitting of A will converge. We 
then go on to develop properties of Z-splittings, generalizing results of 
Schneider [B], Kavanagh [4], and Li [5], by h s owing that if a Z-splitting of an 
M-matrix is block upper triangular, then the index of 0 for M-IA is no less 
than that for A. Equality must hold if in addition the splitting is weak graph 
compatible, collapsed graph compatible, or weak collapsed graph compatible. 
We also show that a block upper triangular weak regular splitting of a singular 
M-matrix must have the spectral radius of M-lN equal to 1, although this 
need not be the case for a block upper triangular Z-splitting. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
We begin with some standard definitions. 
Let X E R”“. 
We let p(X) denote the spectral radius, mult,( Xl denote the degree of 
h as a root of the characteristic polynomial, and indexh( X) denote the degree 
of h as a root of the minimal polynomial. We will write (n) = (1,. . . , n}. 
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X is called: 
positive (X >> 0) if Xi. > 0 for all i, j E (n); 
semipositive (X > 0) if Xi, j > 0 for all i, j E (n) and X # 0; and 
nonnegative (X > 0) if Xi, j > 0 for all i, j E (n). 
X is called a Z-matrix if X = CUZ - P for some (Y E R with P nonnega- 
tive. If in addition (Y 2 p(P), then we say X is an M-matrix. 
Let J, K c (n). We will write X[J, K] or XJK to represent the submatrix 
of X whose rows are indexed from ] and whose columns are indexed from 
K. The set J’ will be (n) \ J. We say J is final if X[J, J’] = 0. 
Let r = (V, E) be a (directed) graph, where V is a finite vertex set and 
E is an edge set. A path from j to k in r is a sequence of vertices 
j = ri,~~,..., r, = k with (ri, ri+ i) E E for i = 1, . . . , t - 1. A path for 
which the vertices are pairwise distinct is called a simple path. The empty 
path will be considered a simple path linking every vertex to itself. If there is 
a path from j to k, we say that j has access to k. If j has access to k and k 
has access to j, we say j and k communicate. The communication relation is 
an equivalence relation; hence we may partition V into equivalence classes, 
which we will refer to as the classes of r. We call an edge (j, j) a loop. We 
say r is acyclic if the only nonempty paths which begin and end at the same 
vertex are loops. Let r&V,, E,) and r, = (V,, E,) be graphs. If V, = V, = V, 
then we define the union of the graphs to be ri U Tz = (V, E, U E,). We 
say rl c r, if f$(V,) = V,, where 4 is a bijection and (#J X c#IXE,) G E,. 
We say ri = Tz if +(V,) = V,, where 4 is a bijection and (4 X c$XE,) = 
E,. 
We define the graph of X by G(X) = (V, E), where V = (n) and 
E = {(i, j) 1 Xij # O}. W e d f e me the closure of the graph of X by G( X) = 
(V, E), where V = (n) and E = {(i, j) 1 i has access to j in G(X)}. 
It is well known that the indices of X can be ordered so that X is in block 
upper triangular Frobenius normal form, with each diagonal block irre- 
ducible. The irreducible blocks of X correspond to the classes of X. If an 
irreducible block is singular, we call the corresponding class a singular cZa.ss. 
Similarly, if an irreducible block is nonsingular, we call the corresponding 
class a nonsingular ckzss. Capital letters will be used to represent classes of 
the various matrices involved, and small letters will be used when referring to 
their individual elements. 
We define the reduced graph of X by R(X) = (V, E) where V = {J ) J 
is a class of G(X)} and E ={(J,K)]there exist j EJ and k E K with 
Xjk # 0). A class of X is said to be final if it does not access any other classes 
in R(X). Avertex J in R(X) is called singular or nonsingular depending on 
whether the corresponding class is singular or nonsingular. The (singular) 
length of a simple path in R(X) is the sum of the indexes of zero of the 
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singular vertices lying on it. If there is a path from J to K, define the 
(singular)) distance, d(], K)(X), f rom J to K to be the maximal length of a 
simple path connecting / and K in R(X). If there is no path from J to K, 
we set d(J, KXX) = -1. For j, k E (n) define dj,k(X) = d(J, K)(X), 
where j E J and k E K, with J and K classes of X. 
We define the singular graph of X by S(X) = (V, E), where V = (J IJ 
is a singular class of G(X)} and E = ((1, K) 1 there exist j E J and k E K 
such that j has access to k in G( X)1. 
A = M - N is called a splitting if M is nonsingular. A splitting is called: 
regularif M-‘>OandN>O; 
weak regular if M-l > 0 and M-‘N > 0; and 
a Z-splitting if M- ’ > 0 and M- ‘A is a Z-matrix. 
Notice that a regular splitting is weak regular and a weak regular splitting is a 
Z-splitting. 
A splitting A = M - N is called: 
graph compatibZe if G(M) c G( A) ; 
weak graph compatible if G( M-lN) c G( A); and 
block upper triangular if there exists a block upper triangular Frobenius 
normal form of A such that when M is partitioned identically, M is also 
block upper triangular. 
Notice that a graph compatible splitting is both a weak graph compatible 
splitting and a block upper triangular splitting. 
The following definitions are new: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A, B E R”“. B is said to be class nonsingularfor 
A if for every class K of A, B,, is nonsingular. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. We provide here an example in which B is class nonsin- 
gular for A, but B is not nonsingular: 
A=((: -;), B=(; ;). 
DEFINITION 2.3. A splitting A = M - N is said to be class nonsingular 
if M-’ is class nonsingular for A. 
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From the Rothblum index theorem [7], we know that the index of an 
M-matrix depends only on the connections between the singular vertices in 
the reduced graph. The following definitions are useful in that they reflect 
this point. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let F = (V, E) be a graph. Let 9 be a set of disjoint 
subsets of V. Define the collapsed graph of r, module 9, to be C,(F) = 
(V’, I?), where V’ = {J IJ EY} and E' = ((1, K) 11, K E V' and there 
exist j E J and k E K such that j has access to k in F). 
Notice that if 3 is the set of classes of A, then C,(G( A)) = R(A). If 9 
is the set of singular classes of A, then C,(G( A)) = S( A). 
DEFINITION 2.5. A splitting A = M - N is said to be collapsed graph 
compatible if C,( G( A) U G( M >) c C,(G( A)), where 9 is the collection of 
singular classes of A. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A splitting A = M - N is said to be weak collapsed 
graph compatible if C,(G(M-‘A)) c C,(G( A)), where 9 is the collection 
of singular classes of A. 
In Example 4.15 we give an example of a collapsed graph compatible 
weak regular splitting which is not weak graph compatible and hence also not 
graph compatible. 
3. A PRODUCT INDEX THEOREM FOR CLASS NONSINGULAR 
PRODUCTS 
Friedland, Hershkowitz, Rothblum, and Schneider [2, 3, 7, 91 investigate 
the index of a matrix. In the context of regular, weak regular, and Z-splittings, 
we are interested in the index of the product of the original matrix with a 
nonnegative, nonsingular matrix. Kavanagh [4] shows that for a graph compat- 
ible Z-splitting of an M-matrix, index,( MplA) = indexO( A), by showing that 
access to singular vertices in R(A) is preserved in the graph R(MplA). In 
this section we show that even with weaker hypotheses and in the general 
context of the product of two matrices, this access is still preserved. 
Let A, B E R”” be such that A is an M-matrix, B is nonnegative and 
class nonsingular for A, and BA is an M-matrix. Lemma 3.3 shows that for 
any singular class S of A, there exists Q G S such that Q is a singular class of 
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BA. We then show that if j E (n) has access to the vertices in S in G(A), 
then j has access to the vertices in Q in G(BA). We do this by using four 
lemmas to trace out a path in G(BA) corresponding to the path in G(A). 
Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 are used to begin the path. Lemma 3.5 shows 
that either there is an edge to a vertex in R(BA) corresponding to the next 
nonsingular vertex in R(A), or B has a property which allows us to skip the 
vertex in R( BA), but does not allow us to break the path. Lemma 3.6 is used 
to show that a singular vertex cannot be skipped. 
We begin with Lemma 3.1, in which we establish some properties of the 
product of a nonsingular matrix with an irreducible M-matrix. These results 
are needed for Lemma 3.3 and in Section 4. Property (iii) appears in 
Kavanagh [4]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A E IR”” be a singular irreducible M-matrix. Let 
B E Iw”” be nonsingular. Then: 
(i) indexa = mult,(BA) z 1. 
(ii) There exists a unique final class S of BA, and wwreover, 
(a) S is singular; 
(b) (BA)[ S’, S’] is nonsingular; 
(c) B[ S, (n)] has a nonzero element in every column. 
(iii) [4, p. 12, P ro osi ran 3.31 If BA is a Z-matrix, then it is an M-matrix p t’ 
with mult,(BA) = 1. 
Proof. (i): Th e matrix A is a singular irreducible M-matrix; thus 
mult,( A) = 1. Since B is nonsingular, BA and A must have the same right 
null space. This implies that the dimension of the null space of BA is 1 and 
hence there is exactly one Jordan block for 0. Thus index& BA) = mult,( BA) 
> 1. 
(ii)(a): Let S be any final class of BA. Then CBA),, = 0 for all classes K 
of BA different from S. Since A is an irreducible M-matrix, there exists 
x >> 0 such that Ax = 0. Then 
0 = (BAx)s = Kac,IOfBA(BA)SKXK = (BA)ssxs. 
Thus ( BA),, is a singular matrix, and hence any final class of BA must be 
singular. By [3, Theorem 5.91 there exists a path K, --+ K, + se* + K, in 
S( BA) such that index,& BA) < C”,= ,index,(( BA),I,k). Combining this with 
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(9, we see that 
mult,( BA) = indexO( BA) 
< c mult,( ( BA) KK) = mult,( BA). 
K a singular class of BA 
Hence equality must hold throughout, and it follows that there is a path in 
R(BA) which contains all the singular classes of BA; thus there can be at 
most one which is final. 
(b): Without loss of generality, we can assume that the indices of BA are 
ordered so that those of S are last. Suppose (BA)[S’, s’] is singular. Then 
there exists x # 0 such that (BA)[ S’, S’]x = 0. But then 




This then implies that z [I is in the null space of A, a contradiction, since A 
is an irreducible M-matrix. 
(c): Since 1 S 1 > 1 and any principal submatrix of an irreducible M-matrix 
is nonsingular, the submatrix A[ S’, S’] is nonsingular. Then A[( n), S’] has 
rank n - 1 S(. The matrix B is nonsingular, so the rank of B[ S, (n)] is 1 Sl. 
Since S is a final class of BA, 0 = BA[S, S’] = B[S, (n)]A[(n), S’]. Thus the 
rows of B[S, (n)] are in the left null space of A[(n), S’], and dimcleft null 
space of A[( n), S’]) = ISI = dim(row space of B[ S, (n)]). Thus every vector 
which is in the left null space of A[(n), S’] is a linear combination of the 
rows of B[ S, (n)]. Since A is a singular irreducible M-matrix, it has a strictly 
positive left eigenvector, which will be in the left null space of A[( n), S’]. 
Thus B[ S, (n)] must have a nonzero in every column. 
(iii): Since A is an irreducible singular M-matrix, there exists x % 0 such 
that Ar = 0. Then BAx = 0, and since BA is Z-matrix, it must be an 
M-matrix with indexa = 1 ( see Berman and Plemmons [l, p. 1551). 
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Since m&(A) = 1, index,(BA) = 1, and BA and A share the same right 
null space, it must be that mult,(BA) = 1. n 
The following example illustrates that part (iii) need not hold if BA is not 
a Z-matrix. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. We provide here an example of an irreducible M-matrix 
A and a nonnegative, nonsingular matrix B such that index,(BA) = 2 = 
mult,(BA). In this example S = (3). Note that BA is not an M-matrix: 
-1 0 1 
-1 
0 
-2 1 . 
-1 0 I 
We now prove the four lemmas which we use in proving the main 
theorem in this section. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A E R”” be an M-matrix. Let B E R”” be nonnegative 
and class nonsingularfor A. Let K be any singular class of A. Zf BA is also an 
M-matrix, then there exists a unique final &.ss S of CBA),,, and moreover: 
(a) S is a singular class of BA. 
(b) CBA),, = (BKKAKK)sS, and S is the unique final class of B,, A,,. 
(c) B,, has a nonzero element in every column. 
Proof. 
(BA)m = BKKAKK + c B.+,Ic 
JZKaclassofA 
= B,,AKK - P, where P 2 0. 
Since A,, is a singular irreducible M-matrix, there exists x B 0 such that 
A,, x = 0. Then (BA),,x = -Px G 0. Let T = K \ S. Since S is a final 
class of (BA),, , (BA),, = 0. Then 
( BA)ssxs = (BA),,x, + (BA),,x, = (BA),,x = -Ps,x G 0. 
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Since (BA),, is an irreducible M-matrix, it follows that (BA),, xs = 0 (see [l, 
Theorem 4.16, p. 1561 and hence PsK = 0. Since S is a class of (BA),., it is 
part of a class J of BA. Since (BA),, will be a singular principal submatrix of 
the irreducible M-matrix ( BA)J,, it must be the case that J = S. This 
establishes part (a). 
Since P,, = 0, (BA),, = (B,, A,,),,. Thus (B,, A,,),, = (BA),, = 
0, and hence S is a final subset of B,, A,,. Moreover, (B,, A,,),, = 
(BA),, and hence must be irreducible. Thus S is a final class of B,, A,, . If 
we apply Lemma 3.1 to B,, A,,, then (b), (c), and that there can be at most 
one final class of ( BA),, now follow. n 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A E [w”” be an M-matrix. Let B E R”” be nonnegative 
and class nonsingular for A. Let K be any nonsingular class of A. Let F be 
any final class of (BA),, . Zf BA is also an M-matrix, then B,, has a nonzero 
element in even3 column. 
Proof. 
(BA)KK = %X&K + c B,JAJr< 
JZK a class of A 
= %,A,, - P, where P 2 0. 
Since A,, is an irreducible nonsingular M-matrix, we have (AK,)-’ Z+ 0 
and 
B KK = (BA)KK(AI& + P(A,,)-‘. 
Suppose B,, = 0 for some r E K. Let x = ((AKK)-l)K,.. Then x z+ 0 and 
0 = (BA),,X + PFKX. 
Let G = K \ F. Since F is a final class of (BA),, , CBA),, = 0. Thus 
PA) FFXF = (BA)FK x= -P,,x<O. 
Since (BA),, is an irreducible M-matrix, it must be that PFK = 0 and (BA),, 
is singular. But then (BA),, = (B,, A,,),,, which implies that 
( BKK AKK)FG = 0 and (B,, A,,),, = (BA),,, which is irreducible (a simi- 
lar situation to that in the proof of Lemma 3.3). Thus F is a final class of the 
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nonsingular matrix (B, K A, K ), and hence ( B, K A, K jFF must be nonsingu- 
lar, a contradiction. Thus there is a nonzero element in every column of B,, . 
n 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A E R”” be an M-matrix. Let B E R”” be nonnega- 
tive. Let C, D be distinct classes of A such that D is nonsingular. Let 
f~(n)besuchthatforsomec~Candsomd~DonehasBf,#Oand 
A,, # 0. Then (BAjfD # 0 or Bra z+ 0. 
Proof. Suppose (BA)fD = 0: 
O=(BA)fo= c BfK AK, 
K a class of A 
= Bp Am + Bfc Am + c BfrcA,,. 
K#C. D 
Thus, 
B fD = BfcAcD(ADD)-l + c BfKAKD(ADD)-l * 
K#C, D 1 
Since (A,,)-’ is the inverse of an irreducible M-matrix, (A,,)-’ % 0. By 
assumption, Bfc # 0 and A,, # 0; hence by matrix multiplication, 
Bfc A,,( A,,)-’ << 0. The remaining terms in the sum inside the brackets 
are all nonpositive; thus we can conclude that BfD ZP 0. n 
LEMMA 3.6. Let A E R”” be an M-matrix. Let B E R”” be nonnega- 
tive. Let C, D be distinct classes of A such that D is singular. Letf E (n) be 
such that for SOWE c E C and some d E D one has BfG # 0 and A,, # 0. 
Then (BAjrD # 0. 
proof. Suppose ( BA)fD = 0: 
(BA)fD = c BfKAKD 
K a class of A 
= BfD ADD + Bfc AC, + c BfKAK,. 
K+C, D 
Since Bfc # 0 and A,, # 0, it follows that Bfc A,, is seminegative. For 
( BAjfD = 0 it must be that BfD A,, is semipositive. But A,, is a singular 
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irreducible M-matrix, so by [l, Theorem 4.16, p. 5161, (BfoA,,)r = 
( A,,)r( Brn)’ = 0, a contradiction. Hence (BAjfn # 0. n 
Using these four lemmas, we can now establish our main result in this 
section. 
THEOREM 3.7. L.et A E R”” be an M-matrix. Let B E [w”” be a non- 
negative matrix which is class nonsingular for A. Let K be any singular class 
of A. Let Q be any final class of (BA),,. If BA is also an M-matrix, then for 
every j E (n) and for every k E Q, dj, k( A) < d,, k( BA). 
Proof. We can choose a class ] of A such that j E ]. By Lemma 3.3, Q 
is the unique final class of CBA),, and is singular. If ] does not have access 
to K in R(A), then dj, k(A) = - 1 and the result follows. 
Claim: Let F c J be any final class in ( BAjJJ to which j has access in 
G( BA). If ] has access to K in R(A), and K is the first singular vertex 
(different from ]) in a path from J to K in R(A), then there is a path from 
j to k in G( BA) which goes through at least one f E F. 
Begin at J. We can assume there exists a path J + L, -+ L, + *** + 
L, -+ K in R(A), where Li is a nonsingular vertex for every i E (m), 
m > 1. By Lemma 3.3 or Lemma 3.4, we know that BpJ has a nonzero in 
every column. If m = 0, then Alrc # 0, and thus there exists c E ], d E K, 
and f E F such that A,, 
edge in G( BA) f 
# 0 and BfC f 0, and so by Lemma 3.6 there is an 
rom f to some 1 E K. If m > 1, then AJL # 0 and thus 
there exists c E J, d E L,, and f E F such that A,, # 0 and ‘B c # 0. Apply 
Lemma 3.5 with C = ] and D = L,. Then either ( BAjf,, # 0 r’ thus there is 
an edge in G(BA) from f to some vertex h, E L,] or BfLI x=- 0. By 
repeatedly applying Lemma 3.5, with C = Li and D = Li+l, we see that 
either there is a t E (m> such that ( BAjfLI z 0 [thus there is an edge in 
G(BA) from f to some vertex h, E L,] or for every i E (m), B L Z+ 0. In 
the latter case, Lemma 3.6 shows that there is an edge in G(BA f from f to 
some vertex 1 E K. In the former case, by Lemma 3.4 we can begin from any 
final class of (BA),l,t to which h, has access, and proceed with the same 
argument. Eventually we will have found a path in G(BA) from f to some 
vertex 1 E K. By Lemma 3.3, 1 has access to k in G(BA). Thus there is a 
path in G( BA) from j to k, going through f, which establishes the claim. 
Notice that if J is singular, then Lemma 3.3 implies that F is singular. 
Consider any path in R( A) f rom ] to K. By applying the claim to the part of 
the path from ] to the first singular vertex, and then applying the claim 
repeatedly to each singular vertex to singular vertex path thereafter, we are 
guaranteed a path in R(BA) from the vertex containing j to Q, which has at 
least as many singular classes as the path in R( A) from J to K. n 
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EXAMPLE 3.8. We provide here an example which shows that paths 
between nonsingular vertices in R(A) need not be present between the 
corresponding vertices in R( BA): 
A=(:, -:), B=(; ;), BA=(:, ;). 
R(A) R( BA) 
n Nonsingular vertex 
The next example shows that the singular distance between some singular 
vertices and the index both may fall in the case where B is not class 
nonsingular for A. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. In this example, due to M. Neumann, we consider the 
product of a nonnegative nonsingular matrix B with an M-matrix A such that 
BA is also an M-matrix. Notice that B is not class nonsingular for A: 
‘0 0 0 o\ (0 0 1 0’ 
A=OO-1 0 
00 O-l’ 
B= ’ l o ’ 
1000' 
\o 0 0 o/ \o 0 0 1) 
/ 0 -l\ 
BA=;i -; ;. 
\o 0 0 0, 
Here (2) and {4} are singular classes of A and BA, but d,, 4( BA) = - 1 
< d, &A) = 3; hence the singular distance from 2 to 4 actually falls. We 
would also like to point out that index,(BA) = 2 < index,(A) = 3. 
By combining the Rothblum index theorem with Theorem 3.7, we estab- 
lish a product index theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.10. Let A E R”” be an M-matrix. Let B be a nonnegative 
matrix which is class nonsingular for A. If BA is an M-matrix, then 
(i) mult,( BA) > mult,( A); 
(ii) index,,(BA) > index&A). 
Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 3.3. 
(ii) follows from Theorem 3.7 and the Rothblum index theorem. n 
4. SPLITTINGS OF AN M-MATRIX 
We begin this section with our main theorem on splittings. This result 
follows directly from Theorem 3.10, and many of the other theorems in this 
section follow as corollaries. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A = M - N be a class nonsingular splitting of an 
M-matrix A such that M-’ > 0 and M-‘A is an M-matrix. Then 
(i) mult,(A) < mult,(M-‘A) = mult,(M-‘N). 
(ii) indexO(A) < indexO(M-‘A) = index,(M-‘N). 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.10. n 
EXAMPLE 4.2. We provide here an example of a class nonsingular 
splitting of an M-matrix A such that M-’ > 0 and M-IA is an M-matrix: 
M=(_; :‘)> N=(_; t)> 
Notice that mult,( A) = index& A) = 1 < mult,( Mp’A) = index,(M-iA) 
= 2. This shows that the inequalities in Theorem 4.1 may be strict. 
In order to get convergence of a splitting of an M-matrix A with 
index,(A) > 1, we would like to split A so that index,(M-lN) = 1 and 
p(M-‘N) = 1. Th e o f 11 owing theorem shows that this cannot be done if the 
splitting is a class nonsingular Z-splitting. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let A = M - N be a class nonsingular Z-splitting of an 
M-matrix. Zf index,(A) > index&M-lA) = index,(M-‘N), then p(M-‘N) 
> 1. 
Roof. If index& A) > indexo(M-‘A), then by Theorem 4.1, M-‘A 
cannot be an M-matrix. Since M-‘A is a Z-matrix, it must be the case that 
p(M-‘N) > 1. w 
We apply Theorem 4.1 to block upper triangular Z-splittings and then 
expand on the spectral properties of other known splittings. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let A = M - N be a block upper triangular Z-splitting 
of an M-matrix A. Then 
(i) M-lA is an M-matrix; 
(ii) S(A) c S( M-lA); 
(iii) muIt, = mult,(M-‘A) = mult,(M-‘N); 
(iv) index,& A) Q index,( M-‘A) = indexi( M-‘N). 
Proof. For any class K of A, A,, is an irreducible M-matrix. Since the 
splitting is block upper triangular, (M-lA),, = M& A,,. If A,, is nonsin- 
gular, there exists x z+ 0 such that A,, x z-+ 0. Then since (M- ‘A),, is a 
Z-matrix and CM-‘A),, x B 0, (M-‘A),, is also nonsingular M-matrix. If 
A is singular, then by Lemma 3.1 (M-lA& is also a singular M-matrix 
w% mult,( M-‘A),, = 1. Thus we see that A and M-‘A have the same 
number of singular classes and that the diagonal blocks of M-lA are all 
M-matrices. Thus since M-lA is a Z-matrix, it, must be an M-matrix with the 
same number of singular classes as A. This proof is similar to that for [8, 
Theorem 4.41. Since M-l is also block upper triangular with the same block 
structure as M and A, M-’ is class nonsingular for A. The result now 
follows from Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 4.1. n 
EXAMPLE 4.5. We provide here an example of a block upper triangular 
weak regular splitting of an M-matrix for which S( Al C S(@‘A) 
inequality in Theorem 4.4&l is strict: 
A=; /_;> 
1 0 -1 00 0 o\ 0) 
M= ; ; -; _‘: 
‘1 ,o -1 0 0 0 1
(1 0 0 o\ b -1 0 -l\ 
and the 
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S(A) S(M-‘A) 
Notice that index,(A) = 2 while index,( M-'A) = 3. 
To get equality to hold in (ii) and (iv), we need to add some further 
condition. In our corollary we state a general condition which will work, and 
then remark on the various other known types of splittings which imply this 
condition. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let A = M - N be a block upper triangular, weak 
collapsed graph compatible Z-splitting of an M-matrix A. Then: 
(i) M-IA is an M-matrix; 
(ii) S(A) = S( M-‘A); 
(iii) mult,( M- ‘A) = mult,( A); 
(iv) index& M-‘A) = index,(A). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 we have that S(A) c S(M-lA). Since the 
splitting is weak collapsed compatible, the reverse inclusion also holds. This 
establishes (ii). Condition (iv) now follows from (ii) by applying the Rothblum 
index theorem to A and M- ‘A. n 
REMARK 4.7. Graph compatibility implies block upper triangularity and 
weak collapsed graph compatibility. 
Corollary 4.6 with block upper triangular weak collapsed graph compati- 
bility replaced b y graph compatibility was proven in [4]. 
Weak graph compatibility implies weak collapsed graph compatibility. 
Collapsed graph compatibility implies weak collapsed graph compatibility. 
The next example shows the significance of the hypothesis of block upper 
triangularity. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. We provide here an example of a weak graph compatible, 
weak regular splitting of an M-matrix such that (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 
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4.4 all fail, and moreover, p(M-‘N) = 2 > 1. Notice that the splitting is not 
block upper triangular: 
j,,-‘A = ’ -l 
( ) 0 -1 * 
We now give a graphical characterization for a splitting to be block upper 
triangular, and comment further on the relationship between block upper 
triangular splittings and graph compatible splittings. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let A = M - N be a splitting. Let 27 be the collection of 
classes of A. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A = M - N is a block upper triangular splitting. 
(ii) C,(G( A) U G( M )) is acyclic. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii): If the splitting is block upper triangular, then once 
we have left a vertex of C,(G(A) U G(M)), we cannot get back to it. 
(ii) implies (i): Let J and K be classes of A. If C,(G( A) U G(M)) is 
acyclic, then we can order the classes of A so that if K has access to J in 
C,(G( A) U G(M)), then K comes before J in the ordering. If P is a 
permutation which orders the indices of A in this manner, then P-‘AP will 
be in block upper triangular Frobenius normal form and P-‘MP will also be 
block upper triangular with the same partitioning. n 
EXAMPLE 4.10. This example is due to Bit-Shun Tam. Let 
Then clearly A = M - N is a block upper triangular Z-splitting. However, 
notice that if we let 
0 1 0 
P= i 
10 0, 
0 0 1 I 
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is not block upper triangular with the same block structure as A. This shows 
that a permutation similarity which puts A into block upper triangular 
Frobenius normal form may not put M into block upper triangular form with 
the same partitioning as A, even though the splitting is block upper triangu- 
lar. 
The next theorem is due to Bit-Shun Tam. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let A = M - N be a splitting. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) A = M - N is a graph compatible splitting. 
(ii> Every permutation similarity which brings A into block upper trian- 
gular Frobenius normal form also brings M to a block upper triangular form 
when partitioned as A. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii): Let X be the collection of classes of A. If the 
splitting is graph compatible, then C,(G( A) U G(M)) = R(A) and the 
result follows [cf. the proof of Theorem 4.9, (ii) implies ($1. 
(ii) implies (i): Assume (ii), and suppose (i) does not hold. Then there 
exist i, j E (n) such that Mij # 0, but i does not have access to j in G(A). 
Then clearly i and j are not in the same class of A, and the class containing i 
does not have access to the class containing j in R(A). Choose a permutation 
P such that P-lAP is in block upper triangular Frobenius normal form and 
the classes of A are ordered so that the class containing i comes after the 
class containing j. Then P-IMP will not be block upper triangular, a 
contradiction. n 
Next we look at the spectral radius of block upper triangular splittings. 
EXAMPLE 4.12. We provide here a block upper triangular Z-splitting of a 
M-matrix A such that p( M-‘N) = 2. This shows that it need not be the 
case that p(M-IN) < 1: 
A=( _; -;)a M=(; -;), N=(-; ;); 
M-IN= -l 2 
( ) 10’ 
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THEOREM 4.13. Let A = M - N be a block upper triangular weak 
regular splitting of a singular M-matrix A. Then p( M-lN) = 1. 
Proof. Observe that M-lA = Z - M-lN. Since M-lA is an M-matrix 
and M-‘N > 0, we know that p(M-‘N) < 1. Since M-‘A is singular, 
equality must hold. n 
In closing we show that weak graph compatibility and collapsed graph 
compatibility are indeed different, and are different from graph compatibility. 
EXAMPLE 4.14. We provide here an example of a block upper triangular 
weak regular splitting of an M-matrix which is weak graph compatible but not 
collapsed graph compatible nor graph compatible: 
1. M= 
N= 
See Figure 1. 
‘). 
M-‘A= (-1 -d !]. 
G(A) G(M) G(M-‘A) 
WGW) 
. I 13 I 
0 t31 
FIG. 1. 
W(GP) u G(A)) 
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G(A) G(M) G( M-IA) 
EXAMPLE 4.15. We provide here an example of a block upper triangular 
weak regular splitting of an M-matrix which is collapsed graph compatible, 
but not weak graph compatible and hence also not graph compatible: 
W(G(W u G(A)) 
FIG. 2. 
See Figure 2. 
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